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Three years ago, buying pet food at the local bird and aquarium 
shop, I stopped in front of a cage of canaries, curious about the 
one who stood out.

Her feathers were white and her eyes were cherries. She 
had a pale short beak, like a pyramid—split into equal halves as 
if by a quake. Her beak quavered. She trilled to me, softly.

I heard her song over those of her cage-mates. She told me 
stories. She told me about her brothers, her sister creatures. 
What to search for; where to look:

White crocodiles, invisible tigers. Otters that swim in soil. 
Pious junglefowl. The fruit and the weeds and the trees—all the 
worlds, the homes of her kin.

Every time I visited the bird and aquarium shop she told 
me a new story. Until, one day, I sat on my haunches in front of 
her cage, and found she was not there. I asked the shopkeeper. 
Did somebody buy her?

“Which one?” he asked, pointing at the cages, in turn. “That 
one? That one?” He shrugged, confused. “Which one?”

Foreword
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Tectonic Mudskipper

Look at the shape of East Malaysia. To you it looks like an 
animal. It has a long body laid out; an upcurled tail, a large-ish 
head; eyes protruding up top; an open mouth, about to speak.

It is a Tectonic Mudskipper. It belongs to a class of creatures 
known as geographic megafauna. These are found across the 
globe. The Namazu Eels of Japan belong to this group, and so 
too the Leviathan Fish of the Mediterranean—

And also Bahamut, great whale swimming through the 
void, upon whose back all creation is borne, where all of us 
live: symbionts or parasites, great or small, each of us insignif-
icances.

Tectonic Mudskippers are modestly vast. They comprise all 
the landmasses of Southeast Asia: from the folds of the Ayeyar-
waddy to the Solomon Sea. The largest single specimen snoozes 
on its side, under the states of Sabah and Sarawak.

Many of the larger islands are heaps, fitfully huddled 
together.

Mudskippers are amphibious things. They look goofy and 
confused. They are hardy and territorial. There is no better 
totem animal for the bickering, bustling archipelago.

Yet they figure so little in our myths or beliefs. Maybe 
thinking of their import draws their attention—and, well, there 
is really no need to wake them.

There is a single temple at the mouth of the Linggi River, 
filled with incense, whose prayers are dedicated to the Tectonic 
Mudskippers. To their continued, sound rest.

And so they are sleeping, now. They do tend to twitch, once 
in a while. The ones on the islands’ edges are tickled by deep, 
volcanic fires.
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Malaccan Driftwood

Hold the branch in your hands. Brush the sand from its cracks, 
its gribble-holes.

It is bleached a bone-cream colour. It twists; its knots 
are worn by long wave-action. It tapers into a sprig of spoon-
shaped leaves, the shade and texture of seashell.

It is a piece of Malaccan Driftwood.
Malaccan Driftwood is a composite organism, an amalga-

mation of dead tree matter, washed out to sea—waste material 
from mangroves; the agricultural industry; logging activity—
somehow revitalised by salt water and sun.

Scientific studies continue. Marine biologists have great 
interest in Malaccan Driftwood colonies. These form as floating 
islands, sometimes two-hundred metres wide. They are full of 
seabirds and kingfishers nesting; fish and crab and kelp; the 
occasional turtle, lounging.

Unfortunately, they also create problems for shipping.
The Malaccan Straits is a narrow passage, vital to interna-

tional trade and the Malaysian and Singaporean economies. 
More and more driftwood groves choke it every year.

It is becoming a geopolitical problem: Chinese money is 
backing the Thai Canal, a waterway cut across the Kra Isthmus, 
which will bypass the Malay Peninsula and the West’s staunch-
est allies completely.

Nowadays Marine Department people ride out in boats, 
armed with specialised, serrated, waterproofed saws. Through 
raw machine strength they fell the waterborne stands.

Resulting debris is allowed to wash ashore. The beach 
is covered with Malaccan Driftwood branches. Briefly you 
consider taking some home, for your aquarium—but most have 
friction-blackened, splintery edges. Not so nice to look at, as 
ornaments.
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White Crocodile

Look at that wave, the wake of something swimming—there is 
a sickly, pale thing moving under the water’s surface. Swinging, 
side to side. The tail of a White Crocodile.

Stay away from the river’s edge. White Crocodiles eat 
people.

In the oldest of ages, it is said, the river-mother watched 
her very first eggs hatching. Most of these hatchlings took to 
water immediately. They mewled with joy, and chased their 
siblings, and their skin set into the sun-touched shine they 
swam in—into scales.

These became the first crocodiles.
But a few of the river-mother’s children were proud and 

fastidious, and feared getting wet. These ones lifted their 
snouts and wandered off, into the jungle. In growing fur, they 
became tigers.

Here in our country we put tigers on our state and national 
crests; on our T-shirts, our sports jerseys. To White Croco-
diles—the river-mother’s cream-coloured eldest daughters—
our veneration of that disloyal feline is terrible. Hateful! They 
hate us for it.

Unable to catch tigers, who are careful and too wily, the 
White Crocodile snares human passers-by.

It snatches a victim from the riverbank, and pulls him 
under, and holds him there, and waits. And waits. Maybe it 
lodges his foot in between mangrove roots. It waits some more. 
Until its victim drowns.

“But I did not kill you,” it tells the twisted cadaver, after-
wards. “This is not murder. This is justice for our river-mother.”

Every time it eats a person, a White Crocodile swallows a 
pebble-stone. This is how it tallies the times it has kept its filial 
piety.
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Market Crab

Look: beside that box, under that table piled high with bloody 
fish. It is a crab! Creeping sideways, it disappears behind the 
containers.

It is a Market Crab. The fishmonger, haggling with your 
mother—she hasn’t noticed it crawling in between her rub-
ber-booted feet. It is brown and mottled green. It looks very 
much like the mud crabs the fishmonger is selling.

She keeps her mud crabs in a styrofoam cooler, their claws 
tied to their feeler-ed faces with raffia string. Mud crabs are 
delicious. You hope your mother will buy some, for tonight.

They are spiked through their underside, then made into 
tangy curry. Or cooked with chilli, or maybe salted eggs. 
Yummy!

The Market Crab is a mud crab offshoot. It is close enough 
to its parent species for interbreeding to occur. People say it is 
just as delicious—but less commonly eaten, because it is harder 
to catch. It is crafty and quite stealthy.

It thrives in the gutters and sewage systems under wet 
markets throughout Asia. It waits, camouflaged in stinking 
stagnant effluvial sumps. And every so often, it emerges. It 
steals up into the surface world—through the gaps in between 
concrete drain covers; through the cracks. 

It sneaks into styrofoam containers, where its captured 
mud crab brethren are kept. It snips off the raffia strings that 
restrain them.

Freedom!
The fishmonger and your mother agree to a price. You jump, 

excited, as she bends to check her crab cooler—but, oh no, look! 
It is empty. Her crabs are all gone. There they go, legs all a-blur, 
scuttling like wastewater into that drainage hole.
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D916 Durian

Hold the durian up. Feel it press into your palms, prodding 
sharp with its weight. It is hefty. Heavier than a durian its size 
should be.

It has a hole on one side, cut by incisor-teeth. A squirrel 
must have got to it. But the flesh inside is uneaten, obviously: 
the skin of the aril unbroken, wrinkled ever so slightly; the 
colour a deep yellow gold, gleaming—

The squirrel’s teeth scratched literal gold.
It is a D916 Durian. Poke it with your finger. See? The flesh 

of the seed is solid. Flick it with your fingernail; it quietly dings.
By dint of outré mutation, the D916 Durian is capable of 

chrysogenesis—the organic synthesis of mineral gold—the only 
living thing on earth to exhibit such a quality.

D916 is its cultivar code. It has many common names: Mas 
Tulen, Kam Wong, Golden Girl—all luckier and more auspicious 
than the last.

Your grandfather bud-grafted this tree, back in the 1950s, 
in those two heady weeks between the variety’s registration 
with the Ministry of Agriculture, and the government’s ban 
against any further plantings.

It has supplemented your family’s income ever since. 
Gold from the D916 Durian is low-purity. If you are lucky, this 
season’s harvest will yield a dozen ounces. That’s worth a few 
thousand ringgit.

D916 trading is heavily controlled now, of course. Heavily 
taxed. And, anyway, the gold standard never quite recovered.

Later you will pry this fruit apart, roast its seeds in a 
crucible, and refine the resulting shot with acids, urea, and 
water. You’ll squint against its noxious fumes, and pant from 
the furnace heat.

Like a squirrel, you might idly wish you had actual durian 
to eat.
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Artist’s note
by Sharon Chin

The linoprints for the animal stories were made over a period of 
three years—the longest I’ve ever spent on one series of work. 
My style, my quality of line, evolved over that time. The works 
in this book are not arranged in the order I made them, but if 
you look closely, you can observe the difference.

These linoprints started out as drawings. I sketched using 
a non-photo blue pencil, followed by a 2B pencil. My favourite 
paper is the one in the Strathmore Mixed Media Visual Journal.

I scanned these drawings, printed them out on tracing 
paper, and transferred them onto lino blocks by placing them 
face down and rubbing the reverse while the printer ink was 
still wet.

To carve them, I used Speedball and Pfeil knives. The Swiss-
made Pfeil knives are very good, and very expensive. They were 
a present from my mother. It’s important to keep knives sharp; 
every three lino blocks or so, I polished them with 1200-, 1500-, 
and 2000-grit sandpaper.

Then, printing. I inked the carved blocks with oil-based 
relief ink. I placed a sheet of Chinese calligraphy paper (shiny 
side down) on it, then rubbed the reverse with a baren, to 
transfer the ink. A baren is a traditional tool used in Japanese 
printmaking. I used a medium-grade one which I ordered 
online, from Woodlike Matsumura. The best barens are fine 
tools that can cost thousands. But sometimes I used the back 
of a bamboo spoon I bought from the supermarket. It works 
well, too!

The twenty-five patterns for the plant stories were 
completed over a few months. Here is the technique I used:

While they form the background of our landscape, plants 
have their own rhythm and movement—they teem with life. 
This is why I saw them as patterns. Composing these patterns 
felt a bit like composing music. 

Two books were important sources of inspiration, for the 
art. Angela Carter’s Book of Fairy Tales (Virago Press, 2005), 
with linoprint illustrations by Corinna Sargood, and Indone-
sian Batik Designs (Dover Publications, 2006), by JE Jasper and 
Mas Pirngadie.
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a b

c d

ab

cd

1. Draw something in the 
     middle of a square. 
     Make sure it doesn’t 
     touch the edges. 

2. Cut the square 
     into four pieces.

3. Rearrange the four 
    pieces as above. 
    Tape them together.

4. Draw something else in 
     the middle. Make sure it 
    doesn’t touch the edges.
    This is your basic pattern tile.   

5. When you join the tiles, 
     it will create a repeat pattern. 
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Profiles

Zedeck Siew is a writer based in Port Dickson. He has been a 
journalist, essayist, editor, and game designer. He writes short 
fiction in English and translates from Malay. Creatures of Near 
Kingdoms is his first book. 

zedecksiew.tumblr.com
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Sharon Chin has made paintings, performances, costumes, 
sculptures, installations, and videos. Her work has been shown 
in museums and galleries, on sidewalks and in shopping malls, 
in Malaysia and around the world. 

www.sharonchin.com
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Maple Comics publishes graphic novels for teens and beyond. We 
focus on comics that are fun to read and fun to do, regardless of genre. 
We accept sci fi, romance, drama, horror, noir, dada-ist, non-fiction, 
historical – as long as it’s good (to us), we’ll publish it.

We aim to do between 6-12 books a year and we focus primarily on 
Malaysian stories or in the case of non-Malaysians, their own stories 
with strong identities. We don’t care if it’s about a Japanese princess 
rock star travelling in a spaceship made of robot dogs. If it’s a story only 
you can tell, we’re interested.

Please send your pitch (half page synopsis and two pages of 
sequential art) to komikmaple@gmail.com. Catch us on Facebook:  
fb.com/lepakmaple, Twitter: @komikmaple, Instagram: @komikmaple
and please buy all our books and related products at  
www.maplecomics.com.my.

The correct pronunciation of Maple Comics is ‘mah-pley’ and it is 
short for ‘makan place’ – a popular word in the ‘90s. ‘Makan places’ 
in Malaysia are not just spots for eating, but gathering places for the 
sharing of ideas or for hooking up. We hope to hook with you so drop 
us a line. We’re nice people (most of the time).
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